
Minutes 6/8/2020  - sent via Email to John Logan and Leslie Smith

A quick recap of the last 2 days:
June 7 
Project Update - John and Rochelle had a zoom meeting and it was decided we should proceed 
with the Meadows Bank loan as quickly as possible.  We'd like to get the work scheduled for the 
fire suppression system, garage and sealing the deck and hopefully completed before next winter.
Action Items:
John - contacted Lance to get the status from the architect on the garage design and Holly Carlin 
to get the docs needed by the bank
Rochelle - signed and returned the Meadows Bank Term agreement and forwarded the docs from 
Holly.
Water Usage -  John added Rochelle to the Park CIty Water Portal - on examination it appears we 
have a leak somewhere at a rate of approx 55 gal/ hour since May 1.  
Action Items:
John contacted Lance - First to work with the city to find the leak.
Second - we had discussed with Lance in our Feb meeting that after ski season ended that he 
would enter every unit and check the flushing mechanism in every bathroom.  Any bathrooms 
that hadn't been upgraded as required by the HOA Lance would upgrade and we would bill back 
to the owner a minimal charge for the parts and labor.  Ask Lance the status of that Project.  Need 
to notify all owners that this will occur and the deadline they have to get the work done, if they 
choose to or approx when Lance will do the work and the approx cost per toilet.  

June 8 - Rochelle spoke to Craig Dennis regarding replacing Nate Sears on the PSPOA Board.  
Craig will get back to her by the end of the week. The change would happen with the approval of 
members at the annual meeting held July 21.
Update on the Lot F lighting - the contractor has been contacted and is working on it.

Contacted Lance to check the gutters by A3 - they must be clogged.  when it rains its a waterfall. 


